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DISCOVERY AND REDISCOVERY OF VALUES

BY

Mary Turner La-.e:

School of Education

University of North Carolina

American education has long been dedicated to values as one of the

goals of the educative process and the topic of values has been found in

educational literature for centuries. In recent years, the topic has

been broadened to include the terms "valuing" and "value processes."

As times have changed and as society is changing with increasing rapid-

ity, thoughtful men have raised questions about how values are developed,

how they are transmitted from one generation to another, and how the

changing environment of each generatior, produces value patterns different

from and often in conflict the the preceding generation. In an effort to

help children understand what is meaningful and valuable to them, and

how values influence their actions, the idea of aiding children in

developing their own valuing process has merit today. The process is not

easy to teach or to develop but it offers promise for teachers and chil-

dren.

When Vermont C. Royster delivered the Well Lecture at the University

of North Carolina in Chapel Hill March 6, 1968, he spoke of the circum-

stances in a wilderness environment that produced a set of values in the

American pioneer that enabled him to achieve the society he was seeking.

Mr. Royster looked at changing values in this way:

"With each succeeding generation the reasons for the social values fade,
and the more so the more successful the society is in subdividing
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the wilderness and achieving prosperitv, order, and civili-
zation. Ultimately there may well come a generation so far removed
from the recessity for the old values that it no longer values
them. The lesson from this is that, since society is rot a con-
tinuing institution but one with rew individual beginning each
anew, there is no such thing as tuth, wisdom, or moral value which,
being once discovered are discovered forever. Ideas de'prd for their
I ife on rediscovery' 1

Such words as "discover" and "rediscover" then become the significant

ones to guide our approach to a discussion of values and of valuing.

They are the heart of the, process approach developed in this study,

i commend the staff teachers of the Chapel Hill City Schools for

undertaking this searh for viable meas of discovery and rediscovery

on the part of teachers and children. Our dialogue together was both

creative and faltering, stimulating and frustrating, exciting and

hesitant, i am sure that teachers will experience the same feelings as

they explore this provocative and difficult area of values. I am grate-

ful for the opportunity to share ideas and experiences with the teachers

who organized this study.

1

The Chapel Hill Weekly, March 10, 1968, p. 7,



PREFACE

Teachers help to shape the attitudes and behaviors of

The Chapel Hill City Schools in attempting to fulfill this respon-

sibility is confronted with two problems: 1) Rapid changes in

the society result in changes in the values that individuals in

the cGmmunity believe to be essential and appropriate, 2) Serving

a divergent community with varied beliefs and values makes it

difficult, if not impossible, to determine the values which a school

should impart to its students. Yet, we acknowledge that the school

experience does and must - in concert with the home and church

provide situations in which students develop the values which guide

their behavior.

Although the Governor's Study Commission on the Public School

System of North Carolina asknowledged that schools in a democratic

society should attempt to develop such values as respect for self,

respect for others, respect for the human community, integrity, and

democratic ideals, it recognized the difficulty of determining spe-

cifically what these mean and the difficulty of defining the teaching

strategies to be used when they are taught. The Chapel Hill City

Schools agrees with the Commission "that the development of a valuing

process be an integral part of every course, activity, or experience

in the curriculum of the public schools in North Carolina."

The information which follows defines the valuing process and

contains ideas for classroom use which will be helpful to teachers

who are genuinely concerned with creating a classroom climate and

iii
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and providing appropriate teaching situations which aid students in

learning how to examine honestly issues and problems which affect

their lives. This material has been developed by the "staff teacher;'`

of the Chapel Hill City Schools. The staff teachers comprise a team

of teachers whose responsiblity is to develop and disseminate inno-

vative teaching techniques throughout the system which hold promise

for alleviating problems related to school desegregation. This material

and other materials developed by staff teachers and available For

use by all Chapel Hill teachers is proof of the fact that teachers

are the best source for teaching ideas,

Wilmer S, Cody, Superintendent

Donald G. Hayes, Assistant
Superintendent-Curriculum and
Instruction

iv
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THE DIFFICULTY OF DEVELOPING VALUES

Until recently the stability of family and community life

enabled young people to develop a clear understanding of value

patterns. They were Faced with few behavioral decisions because

"acceptable" behavior had been carefully defined.

However, now that society has become so mobile, both verti-

cally and horizontally, children and adults find themselves in

new societal groups with new values, many of which have not been

clearly defined,

As the values of the society have become more difficult to

define, changes in family life patterns have made the family less

effective as an agency for value clarification, The many social

and economic pressures upon all members of the family have re-

sulted in fewer contacts among family members. Members, then,

are left with little help from the family in understanding the

tremendous number of alternate values which confront theol each

day through television, newspapers, radio, magazines, books and

their general exposure to a society often characterized by protest,

crime, deprivation, unrest, drugs, and conflicting sexual behaviors,

Parents have reacted to the difficulty of fulfilling their

responsibility to help children develop values in a variety of

ways. Some have passed the responsibility on th churches, public

schools, or the school of experience, Others have reacted by be-

coming very authoritative about their beliefs and have insisted

that they be adopted by their children, Many children, feeling

that the values advocated by their parents are inadequate for
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today's society, "turn off" their parents, which further complicates

the problem of building adequate values.

Also, the decreasing religious activity of many people

indicates the diminishing effects of the church in shaping the

values of our young people.

What, then, is the responsibility of the school for developing

values? When all is considered, the most logical, immediate and

permanent solution seems to be a learning experience whereby a

child may learn a process of evaluating all of his experiences and

putting them into some kind of personal and intelligent order,

This experience is called the valuing process,
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY VALUES?

The society in which we live provides us innumerable

logical pleasures. Advances make the "scene" so rapidly it is

difficult to find the time to take advantage of all the latest

achievements. Or social adjustment to this rocket-paced world

seems for most of us to have remained in the horse and buggy era.

For most who have seen this chasm in our existence, there emerges

the question of values. The lips of every concerned person are

hot with talk of values - lack of values, forced values, moral

values, social values, political values, economic values, etc.

Just what is a "value" or "values"? Some have defined a

value as that which has meaning - that which is desirable - that

which is important - that which is useful.

All of these phrases give weight to one's understanding of

what is meant by the term "value". And, yet, the description seems

to lack the phrase which binds all the others together!

Just for a moment let's think about how one arrives at the

values he holds. All individuals have experiences. They may be

good, bad, happy, sad, fair, lonely, trying, ad infinitum. But,

all are meaningful because they affect an individual's behavior and

his attitudes. From these experiences we learn to behave in a

particular way- that way whith seems to be most suitable in response

to those experiences. Through a process (it may be trial and error,

careful consideration, etc.) one learns which behavior is most desir-

able for him in a given situation. This behavior is desirable
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because one has been able to pinpoint those related consequences

which are important to him. Once one understands the possibilities

and limitations of the world about him, this chosen behavior becomes

useful to him in his adjustment.

Thinking through the means by which one arrives at his values,

one phrase stands out as most clearly describing what we mean when

we speak of a value. It is "that something which humans arrive

at by u5e of an intelligent process of choosing, prizing and

behaving". (Raths, Harmin and Simon, Values and Teaching, 1966

page lO ).

Most people are not conscious of having arrived at their

values by this process. The more clearly defined values of the

past resulted in little attention being given to chooslng. Today,

with so many alternatives from which to choose, it seems necessary

to t"'ng the use of this process to one's conscious mind. To do

so would enable one to make wiser choices and, as a result, aid in

the development of self-confidence. A logical place to begin pro-

voking this awareness is in the classroom.

One point needs clarification. We are, in this paper, focusing

on the process of developing values and not on the specific values

which children should be taught. Our research in this area was

motivated by requests from classroom teachers that solutions be

sought for behavioral problems in the classroom which result from

conflicting values among students, as well as between students and

teachers.

5
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We would like to emphasize that the valuing process, as

defined and explained in this paper, is not offered as the

solution to the behavioral problems found in th.a. Chapel Fkli

schools. However, research by the staff teachers, as well as

by Raths and many others, has indicated that the teaching of

such a process is valuable and worthwhile, because children will

be led to think of the relationships of their behavior to their

goals and aspirations. As a result, we believe that a concerted

effort should be made to incorporate the technique of teaching the

process of valuing into the teacher's repertory of methods,

6
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A PROCa::?. A7j'F.6AM

The report of the Governo' Commi:ion on the hub-is `c.hool

System of North Carolina made referen:.e to an approach '!e:::.riPed

in Values and Teaching by Rath:, Hamin. a-j :iimon a,. or whi,..h

does help students develop a process of valuing. A iummary of

that baluing process was presented by Raths, et, al, ir. the October

issue of the NEA Journal, The authors stated:

"We see values based on three processe::: choosing,
prizing, and acting, From these we derive seven criteria,
all of which must be satisfied if something is to be called
a value. Ar adult who wants to help children develop values
should we believe:

,:Encourage chiidren to make r;hoices and allow them to
choose freHy,

.Help them discover and examine available alternatives
when Faced with choices.

.Help them weigh alternatives thoroughly, reflecting
on the consequences of each,

,Encourage them to consider what it is that they
prize and cherish,

.Give them opportunities to make public affirmations
of their choices.

.Help them to examine repeated behavior; or patterns
in their life.

This valuing process is intended to help children clarify

for themselves what they value. This process, though discussions,

role-playing, and reflecting often leads to an awareness of how

individuals might feel in unfamiliar situations and enables students

to empathize with others. In addition, children will more accu-

rately perceive the opinions of their peers. Children who are

helped to use a valuing process will be more conscious of the valuec.,

that they have and will likely develop values which are consistent

one with another,
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One may say :imply that a valuing prose'; is an hones: at'.empt

by an individual to look at his life and to think c,iticaily about

it

The basic strategy of the valuing proce1:5 ret! on how a

teacher responds to students' statements and nod

of responding is called "a clarifying response: and is u,,ed to

help a student consider what he prizes, what: he chooes, and how

he acts,

These responses are usually directed to a single student, in

brief conversations, in and out of the classroom, They are fre-

quently different from the customary responses one make:, An

example of a typical classroom conversation might. be

Studeht to his teacher: "i'm going to the beach with my
family this weekend." Teacher might answer: Have fun!"
or "How nice," These responses do not help a child clarify
his feelings.

If a teacher were to respond in another way, for example:
'Are you happy you're going ?" the student now has the oboortuni-
tyto respond, "Yes, we'5, going to have lots of fun," or
"No, I'm not glad; I'll miss the Scout Jamboree on Saturday,"
This will help a student become aware of his feeling. It is

a small step towards value clarity.

A clarifying response avoids moralizing or giving values.

There is no mention of "right" or "wrong A student may be led

to look at hi= ideas and decide for himself what it is he wants;

however, there is also the possibility that he will not look at

his ideas at this time, A clarifying response sets a mood for thought.,

It is not the beginning of a long discussion with the student., it

leads a student to think by himself, However, if a student wishes to

carry the conversation further and time permit's, there is no reason not

9
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to do so.

It is important to note that a teacher doesnt have an an,,,Ifier

in mind nor does she attempt to lead a student to a ight" an.-we

You, the reader, may then ask, "Well if there are no right an!Fmer

what are you working for ?'' In answering, we might simply Lhat

this is an attempt to help a student look at his life's pattern.,

consider what he says and does, and get to know himself better.

Some responses which lead to clarification are listed in

Values and Teachina by Raths, Harmin and Simon. A few of these

responses are

1. Is that something you prize?
2. How did you feel when that happened?

3. Did you consider any alternatives?
4. Was this a free choice?
5. Where would this idea load, what would be its

consequences?
6. Would you really do that or are you just talking?

7. What other possibilities are there?
8. Would you do the same thing over again?
9. Would you like to tell others about your ideas?
10. How& you know it's right?

A teacher would not use a clarifying response with all students'

behaviors and statements. Nor are these responses used ir teaching

subject matter. Areas in which a teacher might use clarifying re-

sponses are those vklich deal with a student's attitude, interest,

aspirations, activities, worries and opinions.

The teacher will have to talk less and listen more and the ques-

tions asked will be different from those asked in the past. Probably

the most inportant criterion for a teacher who wishes to help children

clarify values is to display an honest respect for the students and to

create an atmosphere in the classroom where positive acceptance exists.

10
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CLASSROOM CLIMATE

As in any process oriented toward individual development,

whether it be inquiry, critical thinking, creativity, or value

clarification, the proper classroom climate is essential. Free.-

dom of choice, the major premise of the valuing process, can only

exist in a climate that supports acceptance and respect on the

part of the teacher. An atmosphere in which a student flileis

stifled, threatened, or hesitant to express his feelings will not

encourage self-direction, and decision-making.

For the classroom teacher to achieve such a climate, she must

feel, as well as expres, respect and concern for each student. Teacher

direction, rather than permissiveness, is necessary for value deveiop-

ment.

The teacher should also be very clear and definite that there

are areas in which choice is not possible, and should let a child

know what is not within the realm of choice. An example of this is

that we do not let children take part in activities which might result

in serious harm - we say to children that because the consequences

might be very dangerous, they cannot choose. What we do leave open

to the child are those issues where alternatives or consequences can

be understood well enough to make a choice meaningful and those whose

alternatives are freely available for selection.

As we speak of the classroom climate there are many questions

which come to mind: "What if I lose control of the class?" "How

can I do this with my crowded schedule?" "Should we not moralize

12
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about anything?" "What will people say if I start raising unusual

and controversial issues in my classroom?" Answers to these questions

and several others were found in chapter eight of Values and TeachiLa

by Raths, Harmin and Simon and may be found in the appendix of thif:,

paper as "Some Common Questions Teachers Ask."
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THE VALUE SHEET

ThA value sheet is one method of teaching the value theory

developed by Raths. One purpose of the sheet is to help the

student (reader) better understand himself and his relatio-hr to

his worl.d. It differs from the clarifying response in that the

strategy is focused on the group rather than on the individual.

The simplest value sheet consists of a provocative statement

followed by a series of questions. The provocative statement is

designed to present an issue which may have value implication for the

students who receive the value sheet. Other forms which help students

to clarify their values may be used-such as poetry, music and cartoons.

Each member of the class receives his copy of the value sheet

to respond to individually. His response may be recorded during

a class period, study time, or as homework (any occasion when he is

not pressed for time). The important thing to remember in assigning

value sheets is that each student needs time to think about the

topic presented and arrive at some answer to the questions before

the topic is open to class discussion. (Too often the student

is tempted to quietly accept the opinions of others without having

thought for himself.)

Any topic is suitable for use on a value sheet if the child

has knowledge of the topic or has access to enough information to

allow intelligent examination of the alternatives. Children of all ages

can handle sophisticated problems (race prejudice, religion, marriage,

government policy); teachers should provide the experiences for her

students and trust them with important choices.

16
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We have indicated that topics for value Meets are chosen

because they seem to be important for most student. The

following list by Raths (1966) is included as areat, from which

ideas may be taken:

1. Money - how it is apportioned ar.d treated
2. Friendship - how one relates to those around

him

3. Love and sex - how one deals with intimate
relationships

4. Religion and morals - what one holds as
fundamental beliefs

5. Leisure - how it is used
6. Politics and Social Organization - especially

as it affects the individual

7. Work - vocational choices, attitudes toward
work

8. Family - how one behaves within it
9. Maturity - what one strives for

10. Character traits - especially as they affect
one's behavior

The value sheet may be related to subject matter and used to

initiate or culminate a unit of study. However, it can stand com-

pletely unrelated to any subject matter. Raths in his study found

that the most effective use of the value sheet begins with the indivi-

dual responding to questions privately and deliberately. The act of

writing rather than verbalizing responses elicits more careful thought.

The students may wish to discuss their responses without the presence

of the teacher. The teacher may read the responses and select several

for class discussion without identifying the writer - (The student

also should have the option of signing his name.)

Perhaps the teacher prefers to make comments in the margins of

the paper, remembering to comment in the style of the value theory

free choice of alternatives after examination of consequences of each.

17
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Another choice of follow up might be a qe-eral claroom

discussion. In some cases it may be effective to have a 7,tudent

committee select the responses to be read to the class. in other

cases responses may be posted where al' may read, Finally, student

may wish to write their own value sheet to be .,,hared .

Since problems relating to groups vary with the group, you as

a teacher will probably wish to write your own value sheets. Some

guidelines for this writing follow:

1. Ask many questions about actua behavior'

(what do you do or intend to do today
about your choice).

2. Include many "you" questions ('chip, brings

the answer directly to the zitudent).

3. Make sure that value sheets contain a
choice to be made, alternatives to consider,
and consequences of each alternative
identification.

4. Get into sensitive are (thee are the
areas children need and want to discuss).

5. Don't moralize (it doesn't work).
6. Avoid "yes-no" and "either-or" questions

(they limit value related thinking),

7. Avoid "why" questions (students may feel
pressured into creating a reason without
meaning).

8. Don't ask too many questions (you will want
each answer to be carefully considered),

Some examples of value sheets (adapted from Raths) which may

be used for grades 3, 4, 5, and 6 may be found in the appendix on

pages 36-40,

18
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ROLE-PLAYING

Role-playing is one of the most dynamic methods of teaching

the valuing process because it involves the members of the class

in acting out their ideas as they seek to clarify their values,

All that has been mentioned about the valuing process is appli-

cable to role-playing. For example, it permits "discovery"

learning and is a process approach where the class is more oriented

in a method of thinking about his individual values than in learning

specific values. It is different from the other approaches where

alternatives and consequences are discussed or written, Through

role-playing, alternatives and consequences are acted out by the

children for deeper involvment and to provoke further discussion,

The model situation or provocative story for role-playing

purposes should provide stimulus for an investigation of feelings

and values. A brief description of some of the properties of an

effective model may prove helpful to interested teachers:

1. The story should have a high degree of reality for
your particular class,

2. 'Conflict of interest and number of alternatives
should be embodied in the model.

3. Consequences should be fairly evident,

4. The outcome of the situation presented should not
be determined.

Role-playing should be introduced very informally to maintain

the highest level of spontaneity, When the class is deeply involved

in a discussion about the contents of the story, the teacher might
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suggest role-playing in a way typical of the following example

"Johnny, would you come up and be Dan and show uf, what you think

would happen next?" "What other characters are needed to help you?"

At this point the audience should be prepared to be critical

listeners for future discussion based upon their observation of the

role-players, It has been found successful to divide the audience

into three groups which rotate in their function for the different

enactments. Some may be called upon to be reality testers. Their

task would be to evaluate the entire enactment and after it is

completed to point out what parts were most realistic and which

were highly improbable, They would help keep the role-playing on

a reality level. Others may be asked to think of the many possible

consequences of the scene being presented, The third group may

consider other possible alternatives, perhaps in light of the most

recent discussion and enactment, In this manner the entire class

will be actively involved in the role-playing.

An outline of a role-playing lesson, including several suggestions

for appropriate clarifying responses, will be expounded below in the

hope that it will further clarify how role-playing may be incorporated

into teaching the valuing process,

A. Introduction - Warm up

1. Create a relaxed classroom environment by
explaining that there are situations in
which one does not always know what to do,

2. Motivate class involvement by helping the
children identify with the main character
who is caught in this predicament by
elaborating upon the situation and his way
of thinking,

3. Prepare the children for listening care-
fully. Stress that there is no ending to the

22



story and refer' them to life situations;
make evident to them that our intention is to

practice endings.

4. Direct children to think about possible endings
or aiternatives in the story they are to hear,
and to think about how the children in the story
would feel if they were faced with the

5. Teli the story t_aps, f ilmstrip, s:-..Tp.1,

See the examples in the appendix) up until the
critical point where the character in they story
has to make a decision,

6. Encourage children to share their suggestions
about how the story could end,

B. Selecting Participants

Choose a child who offers an idea to the class
to come up dnd show what it would be like for
a charaLer to do what he suggests,

if an anti-social or fantasy suggestion is offered,
it should he role-played before positive alterna-
tives. (Positive alternatives are more conclusive.)

3. Help child clarify the character he is to portray.

4. Ask main character what other characters are
necessary to act out the story. The teacher should
choose children who feel the character. This
information may be revealed through a discussion
of the qualities of the individual characters.

5. As role-playing proceeds, encourage students to
express the feelings of the characters they are
portraying,

C. Setting

Establish time, place, props and the beginning
episode for further clarification of the event,

D. Preparation of the audience

Prepare class for observing the role-playing and
assign the following tasks:
a. Group I to be reality testers
b. Group II to determine consequences
c, Group III to consider possible alternatives

"Are you happy about the consequences'?"
"If you were faced with this situation, what
would you do?"

22



E. Role-playing E7t

1. No play-act :(); dramatic

purpose.--

2. Avoid .goz.," o- "h-ad jAqmrt,

F. Discussion.,; ard Evaluation

1, Help J141, ever-11.J story.
'What 1-, har,per,ing here

2. Explore feeling exhibi':ed in the erastment.
'How is Mar,' I eHcg Ho you thk tha': is

the way most people f'eel?:

3. RequeLit direct rei,..por,',e: from the audience.

a. 'Does it pass the reality test'?"
b. "What are soma of the ,..onsequerces?"
c. "What i. :Joing to happen next?''
d, are some other alternaives or things

he might have done in the light of what
we just said?'

G. Further Enactments

1. Act out consequences, revisions or new alterna-
tives.
"How do you feel about the way it was solved?"

2. Guide the class by askng questions of the
players.
'What kind of person are you'' "How are you
feeling now?"

H. Concluding Discussion

1. Generalize upon each of the ideas of the dis-
cussion for the children,

2, Help children become aware that their problems
are shared by others,

3. Discuss children's own experiences outside of
school,

4 Discuss: "Was this a realistic problem?"

5. Summarize exper;F:ohc,:._ by implying "You are

responsible for your own choice and your own
feelings."

23
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The preceding outline is more detailed than necessary,

After guiding a role-playing sesFior the teacher will become mo-e

aware of how to better adapt it to her particular classroom situ-

ation. It is perhaps helpful to note that the teacht:.r remahn

aware that she is to serve as a guide, and in doirg ,.c) she Fhou d

use discretion in ending the role-playing when the pur?ose has beer

achieved or when the enactment becomes aimless or extremely dis-

orderly.

The main role of the teacher is to create an environment in

which the students feel free to express their feelings -' even

those idecs which are in opposition to the majority of the class.

It is important ;H r.7.1: the teacher not moralize, but that she

develop sensitivity toward the students' point of view. She must

encourage frank expression for ideas and feelings. When faced with

a definite need to reply to the role-playirg enactments, the teacher

must remember to respond with a non-evaluative summary.

Through role-playing "children dm discover for themselves the

challenge of the unresolved, can develop a zest for the search for

solutions, and can experience the tremendous sense of achievement

felt when a difficult problem has been intelligently explored and

resolved." (Shaftel and Shaftel, 1967)
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THE FiLMSTRIP

A filmstrip series, Exploring Moral Values* by Louis E. Raths,

William J. Van Ness and Charles Bergwall, depicts 44 situations which

involve children in making decisions about down-to-earth problems.

The series contains a teacheet guide, 15 color filmstrips, and a

recording by Dr. Raths introducing the filmstrips to the pupils.

In each picture story, discussion questions will be raised which will

involve students in value-related thinking, i.e., what are the choices

available and what are the results of these choices? The class dis-

cussion also ena`,les the child to understand the diversity of life

situations by hearing the wide range of responses by his classmates.

The personal nature of decision-making is stressed in all of the

filmstrips. Part of realizing the personal nature of decisions is to

understand ones personal responsibility to oneself and to others,

Meeting a broad range of model situations and thinking about what is

important and what should be done in a particular situation help clarify

values and aid in making personal decisions. Among the areas covered are

situations involving cheating, stealing, discrimination, respect for

Others and witnessing a crime.

An outline of a model lesson for "Finding a $1.00 on the Sidewalk",

one of Rath's filmstrips, appears in the appendix as further guide in

clarifying the procedure recommended in utilizing the filmstrips in

general, (We have adapted Rath.'s lesson procedure to suit out special

needs as staff teachers.)

* The filmstrip kit is located in the Materials Center in the Adminis-
trative Offices.
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TITLES OF VALUES FILMSTRIPS

PREJUDICE - Filmstrips 1-3

Filmstrip #1 Filmstrip #3
A, Moving In A. The Sabbath
B, The Crippled Girl B. The Election
C. Dressed-Up C. The Rich Girl

D, Pickinq A team
Filmstrip #2
A. Latin-American Christmas
B, The Team
C. Salvation Army

PERSONAL VALUES Filmstrips 4-7

Filmstrip #4 Filmstrip #6
A, The Little Brother A. Waiting For A Package
B. T c Poor Girl B. Homework
C. The Lawn C. Pay Day

Filmstrip #5 Filmstrip #7
A. The Stranger A, Fire!
B. Bus Line B. The Peanut
C, Frightened C, Sunday School

AUTHORITY - Filmstrips 8-11

Filmstrip #8 Filmstrip #10
A. "Mind Your Older Sister" A, Keep Off The Grass
B. Crossing The Street B, Trespassers
C. You're Out C. The Vase

Filmstrip #9
A. The Meeting
B. The Paper Plane
C. Fooling Around

HONESTY Filmstrips 12-15

Filmstrip #11
A. Blocking The Sidewalk
B. in Trouble

Filmstrip #12 Filmstrip #14
A. The Dollar Bill A. The Boys
B. The Candy Store B. Test Today
C, The Accident C. Finding A Pen

Filmstrip #13
A. The Bully
B. The Orange
C. The Test

27

Filmstrip #15
A. The Hold-up
B. Caught
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THE OPEN-ENDED STORY

Another method by which the teacher may provide for her

students the opportunity to apply the valuing process is the

open-ended story. With this method a value-clarifying di!r,.:..v...Hon

is stimulated by a fictitious story in which a person is faced

with a decision; the story may end with a question, such as

"What should she do now?", or "Should they fight it out?". What-

ever decision is made is left to the discretion of the reader.

The situations in the open-ended story should be realistic

and easily 'elated to the child's environment. The major advan-

tage of the open - ender; story is that it allows the child to

verbalize values without committing himself; this is particularly

advantageous to the child who feels threatened or insecure in

the classroom.

The basic criteria for an open-ended story used in a value-

clarifying process follow:

1. The child must be able to identify with the
situation and setting of the story,

2. The story should be interesting and reasonably
brief, with no unnecessary details.

3. Caution should be taken to avoid value judgments,
moralizing, or value insinuations on the part of
the writer.

Some examples of open-ended stories are included in the

appendix.
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OTHER VALUE-CLARIFYING METHODS

(RATH'S BOOK)

In addition to role-playing, value :Fleets, and open-erded storiec,

there are other classroom strategies that lend themselves well when

used as a tool to help children escape from value confusion, (The

staff teachers have not had an opportunity to put them to use in a

classroom situation, but we have listed them below for teacher infor-

mation. A more detailed follow-up may be found in Rath's book of

Values and Teaching)

1, Value-clarifying Discussion

The value-clarifying discussions differ from subject matter

in that the teacher must take on the position of being accepting

and non-judgmental. Keeping this attitude in mind she allows

the students to examine alternatives and consequences in issues.

She keeps from focusing in on what is "right" for all students.

She is careful not to impose her own values on the class. She

emphasizes the importance of the individual in making his own

choices and realizing the implications for his own life.

Neither do value-clarifying discussions end in the usual manner

of the subject matter discussions. There, are no conclusions

drawn. The teacher, however, may have a student summarize what

has taken place. Or she may simply close with the comment, "Of

what use has this discussion been?" "Has it helped you any?"

"Think about this for a moment." (Here the teacher may pause

for a minute or two.)
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a. Argumentation dominates the discusior.
b. Statements may be motivated by desire:7. to

please other people,
c. Passitivity is high in group confrontatior,
d. The group may tend to venerate presure for

consensus of opinion,

8. Avoid heing quick to advise and judge. 'Th,

the opportunity students have to think thing through
For themselves. Instead, help clarify to that child
what is important to him.

9, Avoid questions to which you already have an answer
in mind, such as "Would you like me to do that to you ?`'
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VALUE. 5 HEE1

Friendship

(Grades 3

Jenny Adams was happy that Friday morning, It was her birthday,
She was 12 years eid having her very first birthday party, Jenny':
father was a poor mill wo-ker who had moved his family to Avondale
last year with the opening of the new mill. For thk reason it had
been very hard for her mother to save enough nickles arc dimes for
the parry, But ben,iuse she knew how very much it Meant to Jenny to
share her b:rthcl,:ry v'ith, all Her new friends she did not mind the (..,train.
Of course, it could not be a fancy party, But mother had made a bit:11-
day cake all covered wi tn pink Froftimj and father had brough: sonic
ice cream the grocery last evening.

As time for the party r-2.w :tear Jewly was almost beside
with excitement, ShE. -larl invited ten of her' very best friend3 qho
may even think of a present for her The a;.-Tointed
hour arrived. / .,saited eagerly by the door' rh.) one H sight.,
it was a litLle sJon after school -. perhaps they had not had enough
time to arrive home and dress for the ra;ty,......,one half hour iater,
sti no one kad arrived Jenny was sure that he friends had fc-
gottcn the time ,....surely they will arrive soon..,,one hour later,
still no one finally, Jenny realized that it was not that the
party had been scheduled too early, or tHat the time had been l'ogotten,
but sir-ply that :die had made a mistake about her friends...they were
not friends at all.:... they only pretended to be.

1. What is a friend?

2. What does friendship mean to you?

3, If you have friends, did you choose them or did they get to be
your friends by accident?

4. In what ways do you show friendship?

5. How important do you -chink ;t is to develop and maintain
friendsh;ps?
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VALUE SHEET

Self Image.

(Grades 4, 5, 6)

The human being is made of oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus,
hydrogen, carbon and calcium, There are also 12 1/2 gallons
of water, enough iron to make a small nail, about a salt-shaker
full of scilt, and c:lough Ligar to make one small cube, If one
were to put all of this together and try tc sell it, the whole
thing would be worth about one dollar.

1. Do you think vcu are worth mcre than a dollar'l Explain?

2, ghat are some ways we measure the worth of human beings?

3. Can you list some things you have done which show what
yo,; think hum:rn beings are worth?

4. Could everyone be worth more than a dollar? Explain?



VALUE SHEET

Human Rights

(Grsde: 4, 5, 6)

"MERRY-GO-POUND"

Where is the Jim Crow sec'_Ion
On this merry-goround, Mister,
Cause I want to ride?
Down South where I come frcm
White and colorec!
Can't sit side by side,
Down South on thr. train
There's a crow car,
On the bus we're put back,-

But there ain't no h'ik
to a merry-go-row .d:
Where's the 1-mrs
For a kid lack?

1, When was the last time you were on a merry-go-round?

2. if- you happened to be the operator of the merry-go-round in
the incident which takes place in the poem, how would you
hove answered the little boy's question?

3. Have you ever experienced anything similar to that boy's
feel:ngs?

4. if you wanted to do something about the problem of "civil
rights" what are some things you could do?

a) Right in this school?
b) In your community?
c) In our nation?

5. Perhaps you believe that :10z:ning needs to be done about this
problem. If so, write your opinion clearly and give 1-)e

reasons for having this opinion.
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VALUE SHEET

MINDING YOUR OWN BUSINESS VS HELPING THOSE IN NEED

(Grade 5 P.od

I. Some persons say that men are basically that one cilt
watch out for himself, that its best to serve you own puroles.
avbid hurting r.W-,crs, and "mind your own business.'

II. Other persons say that men must stick together and help one another
or they will fall separately, that no man is an island, that each
men's Fate is intertwined with other men's fates, and one should
"Help Those In Need."

the situations bow and try to ;dentify what you would
do in each case. Try to es realil,tic as possible in your choice
of action if you ':re taced with such a situation in the Future,

Situation A

You are walking on the school playground. Acros3 the way you hear
screaming and see two boys, whom you recognize as the ,:shoni buflies,
beating up on a kid two years younger than they are. Several perSons
are ;tending around watching, but nobody moves to help the ,/ourger boy
as Cle bullies drag him toward the alley in back of the gymnaium.

Situation B

You are in a group of persons with whom you would to he friends.
Two members of the group begin to tease a nearby girl who has a very
strange face. Others in the group join in, although a few are silent.

Situation C

You hear that the Indians on the reservation in the next state are
suffering from severe poverty aid that nobody is doing much about it.

Now that you are finished, try to summarize your position regarding
the issues: Minding Your Own Business vs Helping Those in Need.
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VALUE SHEET

Courage

(Grade 6)

Read the following quotations:

1. 'True courage is to do without witness everything that one is
capable of doing before all the world." ---La Rochefoucauld

(This means that one would behave in the same way without
people looking as he would with people looking.)

II. "Brave mer are brave from the first." ---Corneille

(This means that tnose men who are brave have always been brave.)

1. What does the word courage mean to you?

2. Do you think everyone possesses courage? How? If not, why?

. Are you proud of your level of courage? Discuss.

4, List some things which you feel you have done that took
courage.

5. List some things which you would like to have the courage to do.
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Teacher's Guide for

"Finding 81.00 on Sidewalk"
(filmstrip)

I Warm up

Have you ever been near someone when chey dropped more,/ arJ
didn't realize they had dropped it? If you have, yo!..1 way have

wondered what to do with it. Here is a short film about just such
an event. This story stops but is not finished. As you see it
try to think of ways in which the story might end,

II Procedure for filmstrip

a. Show through frame 4 - What has happened here?
b. Show frame 5 - What will he do with the money?

III Exploring Altc::rnatives

What choices does hp have now?
a. Role play one of two alternatives (Role play negative alternative

first.)
b. As - 1:1hal: do you think might have happened to this child in

the past that helped him make decision,
c. Ask onlookers - "Are you happy about the outcome?" or "Do

you think that is the way most people feel?" "Where would
that idea lead?" What would be the consequen-,:es?

IV Explcre Consequences

Role play consequences - What do you think are the reasons for these
consequences? Are you glad about the consequences? Do you think
they are fair? Can you think of still further consequences?

V Decision-making

Summarize ideas; discuss the great variety of alternatives to
choose from and the consequences of each. Clarify value process:
behavioral motivations, situation confrontation, reasons for choosing
alternatives and consequences.
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ND:NG A ',JALLET

Introduction

Have any of you ever found a po:.krf.lhock .n if y3u have.

I'm sure you wondered whe.:he5 to k.;) 0- J" . o hD
and found department, Hero. is a F.,nr-v anow Omc. girl- ,,:ho fow-ri

wallet with money in it -

story stops but is not tini,Jler/. A. you 11-0 ,

in which the story

Narrator:

Uncle Ross:

Narrato::

Sally:

Jane:

Nancy:

Jane:

Sally:

Sally, Jane ard :arcy Had been told r.cY: to u the
boaL saily' uncle Rrj had been very defiri!e
about O..

"I have good reasor., ';,!orm: yrr LI;; :uddnly
nn I H ake, You miql'it ,:j6i caught out I:. orn and

drownso fish and hike ai! leave
that boat a:one!"

But th. ctiri5 Hail rot oLey,,:do Th',/ had ui a ipt

of F.A at.d pi,.),/ir,g or, to bear:-1

in a Alarm [ne :y/,boat had

tl-ere in plain Firafly janc7. I di

add it any lcnt;er. and Nerdy we no
swimming, Jane sad pried loose, a sap le EhaT held
the locked chain ar-d -;led the boa 'L Then she had
rowed out_ into the iaLe. 7;ally had yelled at: her,

she was thinking that her uncle had beer very kind to
take them out in the boat many Ilme7, wH!.) him, and they
should have rf:-..7pectrA Hr wi'711e3 But. 1nat day
Sally and Nancy got in the boat too.

The next morning the boat was missing, They had
gone out on the beach to swim, 'ally then noticed
that the beat tvi,7sn't in its usual place,

"Jane , you used the ho: t night., Where did you
leave it?"

"I pulled the how up on the sand,"

"Didn't you tie it to anything?"

"I was in a hurry. Bun I had it almost hallway cp
onto the be,:j4-h."

"So when the wind came up during the night:, the waves
washed the boat free. No telliny how far it has drifted
by now, Come or, we have, to find itH
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Narrator:

Nancy:

Sally:

Narrator:

Man:

Narrator:

Sally:

They fourd the -owboat a mile away ,e.!:hg on
sharp rocks that j uttFcl out from r-ho-e, The boat
was half full of watr.,.r and The. -ock: had pached a
hole in the bottom,

"ThatH just Jane, y06 have :0 T..av fo- the
boat:"

'No, we're all ih thy: think it trap be

They pulled 111,--. boat c::'; and a

from nearby CarPboro Lo c:ome ard look aL ine boat

"Yes, it can be repaired, it will zoi::,t you about $15
to have it fixed."

The girls added up the:' caFh, they had SLI in ail.

"1%'e don't have enough money to pay the whole $15
now. Can we pay you the ,es of the money later?"

Man: "Ye's, JUL I'll have to keep t.he boat unil you do,''

Narrator: Aftel the pulled the boat to the i;hop, the girls
wr'y'er!,

Nancy: "Where will we yet the we wili owe him?"

Sally: "Goshh, I'd sure hate to have Uncle Ross pay it him-
self, but he'll have if we don't,'

Nancy: "We'll have to ask our folks for the money,"

Sally: "If my Dad hears how we b-oke our word, after Uncle
Ross has been so good to us, we'll really be in
trouble."

Jane: "Now your uncl won't ever as us here again,"

Nancy: "It's all your fault." "Well, come on, let's go
home. Maybe we can think of what to do."

Narrator: They were on their way home when Nancy found a wallet.

Nancy: "Look, a wallet - and there is money inside. Maybe
this will get us out of trouble."

Sally: "Look inside The owner's name must be in it."

Jane: "There's a ten dollar bill and two ore-dollar bills
and a check -- looks like a pay check for $292,00"

Nancy: "Whow!, let's see

Sally: "We could turn it in to the police station"
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Jane: "Are you silly! This money will pay for fixing the
boat."

Sally: "Look at the identification card. This wallet
belongs to Mr. Martin Sands. The police can return it."

Jane: Listen, we'll just take the cash. out, and say there
was no money in the wallet when we found it. ,Don't

you ser Sally, the owner will figure that somebody
picked his pocket, then threw it away, so it wouldn't
be found on him if he got searched by a policeman."

Sally: But the pay check

Jane! "We'll leave the pay check in the wallet. Pickpockets
dcs't Mei5 around with checks-they just take cash that

ne traced. The owner will be so glad to get
hip b.rg check back, that he won't mind losing the cash.
He'll figure it's just the reward that he had to pay
to get his pay check back."

Sal 1 y'f "NO"

Jane; ''1:?.' 11 v.pte.! an it.' say keep the cash."

"And l say return everything."

Jane: "Nancy, how do you vote?"

Sally: "Say it Nancy--...Keep the money or give it back?"

Nancy: 'Well, uh, uh
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WHO'S NEXT?

"Let's pass ie our papers, quickly, before we go outside," said Mrs,
Jones to her 5th grade students as she got out the bases, ball, and
bat for the softball name. "Jane, will you stack the papers in the

basket on my desk " Thank you." "let's see now, John is captain
for the boys team today and Mary is captain for the girls." Who

is in first Mrs. Jonec?" "The girls were in first yesterday so it
is the boys turn to be in first today."

As the children ran out to the playground, the captains measured off
the spaces for the l-,ases. Mary assigned her team to field positions
as John lined up ..he. boys for btting.

"Is everyone ready?" Mary asked her team before she turned to throw
the ball to fl.e first ratter.

The cirst boy up hit a erounder and made it to second base. John and
his teem were chee.e the neg.t batter as he came to the plate, He

swung and missee first pitch but on the second pitch he swung hard
and hir, a l-e:9 niTh ?Iy ball toward 3rd base. Mary's team cheered as one
of the leeeeelotPi: ren ender the ball and eaunht it makinq the first out
for the boys. The next battr to i.rst base but the fourth man
up, E truck Otst.

Both teams were excited - the Soys had a man on ist and one on 2nd
but they also hart 2 outs. Mary shouted to her team to be ready and
John eel lei to his teammates on the bases to be ready to run,

In all the excitement of the game the boys had gotten out of line so they
could see the dame and cheer. When Mary called "Batter Up!" for the big
play of the inning, two bays, Bi!I and Paul stepped up to home plate.

"Hey!" Bill shouted to Paul, "it's my turn to bat!"

"No, it isn't!" Paul answered. "You were behind me in line! I'm next!"

"Let go of the bat - wait your turn!" Bill yel led.

Both boys eyng to tha ,;L ding to the other.

SHOULD THEY FIGHT IT OUT?
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THE MEAL TICKET

It was twelve noon and Mrs. Steele's 6th grade class was pre-
paring for lunch. Some children were putting up paints while others
were washing.

"Joan, would you pass out the lunch tickets, please?" a7ki,-.d

Mrs. Steele, As tne class busily and noisily prepared for lunch, Joan
passed out the tickets. When everyone had his, she stacked the extra
tickets to put back in Mrs. Steele's desk drawer. As she did so, she
noticed a monthly meal ticket in the drawer with no name on it.

"Hey! i wonder whose ticket this is," she thought to herself.

She quickiy closed the drawer and lined up with the other
children., 'Thanks, .Joan," said Mrs. Steele and the class filed down
the hail to the lnchroom.

That atternoon as Joan was walking home past the department store,
she glanced again at bottom outfit she had wanted so much,
She had been saving baby-sitting money for 3 1/2 weeks.

"i wonde, . 1; aye:- sa,-;', enough that outfit," she asked
hersalf. "...hree ami a h.alf weeks 5nd i still lack S6.00!. i really

would to r.ave ir ftr 1-HrIkday pdrty Saturday."

.oan tried to forget the outfit and went on home to help her
mother with some chores before supper.

When her father came home, he called Joan to his desk. "Here

is your lunch money for this month, Joan. Don't Forget to buy your
ticket."

"Thns, Dad, 1 fo:-de ;I

After supper, as Joan was studying Ker vocabulary, her mind kept
wandering to the outfit. Elizabeth has one, and Mary, and Jackie.

Why can't I have one? . If I only had the money, she thought as
she stacked bookS for the next day,

She was putting the 5-7,00 that her Dad had given her into her
purse. "Hey! is iw;t the mont--:y i need! But it is a whose

month's lunch money and i qo that long without lunch, But

the outfit---I have to have it by Saturday, IF only...She ;thought

of the extra meal ticket in Mrs. Steele's desk drawer. That could

be her month's lunch! And no one would have to know. Should She?
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THE TORN DRESS

Andrea, a small timid girl, was getting dressed for school early
on Monday morning when she noticed that her mother had put out her
new Easter outfit to wear that day. "Today isn't Sunday; it's Monday,
isn't it?" she thought to herself as she lord at the clothP.s. Then
she remembered, "Today is the 29th - the day for school c!':.tur,yD: I

can hardly wait!"

As Andrea dressed, her motho.r reminded her several times to be
careful Of her dress during play period, Andrea hummed to herself
as she finished dressing and combed her hair. She was happy and
excited about wearing the outfit, "Karen and Carolyn will finally
get to see my dress...I've rold them so much about it."

When cAlcirea ,vialked into h,:r classro:fm, the entire class admired

her dress includir her teacher, tire. Kant, lily, Andrea, what
beautiful fires'''', said tIrs. Kent Avoirea smiled and went to her
seat b..;t..w:en Karen and :,arolyh.

As sh was gettHv ,Jr he- hoo,ewor- be passed in, Andrea
heard a voice beH AArca ,-,ad to wear her Easter outfit
'cause ire anychii:y :o ear!" She knew the voice
belonged Tony:- ,.ho always teased and bothered her Soon Tony
began p..:c19 bDW5 from Andri..,a's hair, -Will you leave Andrea alone?"
Carolyn said ;lo Tcny but he continued, Finally, Andrea turned to
push !"ony's hand away as he pulled ner hair for the third time.
Thinking Andrea '..vas about to him, Tchy grabbed her dress and
ripped the sleeve: "Oh, no, imy dress!" Andrea thought as she stood
there with tears in her eves, What should she do now?
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THE SOFTBALL GAME

Larry, a second grader, dreaded Saturday mornings, for that was
when he was left alone while his 10-year-old brother, Scott:, went
to the ball field foilr blocks away; to play softball with hid frierth..

Sometimes Larry went witl- Scott and hung ,,,,round the b_t

that was pretty dull for him and he was always in the way. If only

I could play too, he thought. Scott taught him how to play pretty
well and he knew al :.he rules from watching so many times. He thought
to himself, "Ma,/he if I a-k Scott he would let me play just this once,
I could show -:veryone I can do O.K"

That mornins Scr,r( F:rid Larry eating breakfast, Larry
managed'. in his (; rind nt-rvo,,s voice, to ask his brother if he

could pi,E:y with him,

Scott was :)f what tc. say. Although Larry was sometimes
in thll wav and too \,.c)!Ig to r!.. s.Jerythii,--1 with Scott, he liked him

lot and wai r, d t(- Thn.

.he ocher would like the
idea, I Larry," Scc,tr. said. Larry felt really had. He

hated 'f-,41; , ,o! when h. hrcthe olayed softball. Scoti. was

still Lij;)1-:Hrif_; abut v:!-,at tr "Ma0c. I could ask the other guys
if ir would 1,e ell right out just for chi:, one time,"

So the boy.. wer!i: to th,- e,nd after everyone joked for

awhile :21-id was r,:ady to pick tez,ms, acct: asked them if Larry could

play this one time.

Billy and Jackie, Scott's best frierJs, laughed and though it
was alrrieht, Eddie didnY Ilk:- the ithla and said "He can he on

your te54m pot 1.i0; The orhor::5 rCL",i)y

care so tarry q,-,t the cha7ice he was waiting znd hoping for,

The game want really well - Larry was up at bat twice and did
all right. By the third time he w.a. y up, the score was pretty close.
Ever,zone vias excied. Larry was afraid he would strike out but he
hit the ball f_luit far,

As he ran usr3t first. Thc,..ighi. he could make second so

he ran to it but he heard yellinq out to him - "Hey tcid vOu

cheat - you didn' step baF.:e." Be ore Larry coulc answer',
Eddie ran up to him and pushed hiii) to the ground. "That will show
you - Go and cheat someo7..:: else, but you better not do it while I'm

around."

At that moment Scott turned around and saw what Eddie had done
to his brother He thought to himself. "I have a good mind to hit that
kid:" -'-- Should he?
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The following excerpt entitled SOME COMMON QUESTICW:: TEACHER': WK,

from chapter eHnt of Values and Teachirn 1.v Rath:;, Hermit,. and Simon,

L) 1i, .aL 10was

their stu,.:y the valuing proces,_; and. consequen t 1 I n uded n

this report.

SOMr. COMMON QUESTIONS TEAUHFRS ASK

poLi L o-Hr';', about. ; vi 1 .neory SId

effectiver.e.,,, I .1, ,7td

an anxiety . ci cc,r I bet.c.or a..traction to be idc,! :nd same

real

cf tor, L..010,2 iur . a fh.; do alsio;;L 3;.I,jec

matter2 :f , of Yroe. :,? How can i do -:.,ome of:

this 6,1:ed scH.F.,..11e? :.,n6 more,

I. ; aL.c! mtter?

!'':me may viant to pt 'lh som sub;ect r;iitter as do to make

a li .tie 3m for the school.; have long recogn;2e:1 elo im-

portant hut hcrco:c: ,Alet-,!o to elfectely work ii uiccop
men:, ,. pae prO):0)1\i nade fo the position that, if some-

thir ha-; to amount of subject mattr2r is less

important than is vatun ciaritki. ...But we believe that s.t1I.7.iect matter

need :cpt dive way to values; they can 1.. worked contemporanuouly,
each supPr:'rtl(! and

Ind!)ed, s.!o- I hi as ''a es wH.hout

without knowidge, ..-!:Clout subject matter, One of the criteria of a
value is that it be thoughtfully chosen, with awareness of the alter-
natives Erne the conseemtnces ,,v.:;soci.ated with each. This obviously
requl r:.: Hi..c..rmation, and thif: values require subject matter.

To wnr'k minte. --me might ingui:-,a what

the purPoe to of 01,,, word

etymoloqicE.Ily, one Ht..,1 'op inT'orw. T,h Hfc,rm

what? 4kt our Ce(i:;:ons, pur cLoices of what

to do with our time and space. And thus subject matter can lead to

values. We believe v.1-.at both subject matter and values must be the

concern of schools. As was said once in another context, you can't
have one witnout the other.

One could use a valiia issue to introduce a subject-matter unit,
and one could also use a v<,lue i.,suc to culminaZe a subject ma ter unit.

For examDl..1 ini aid v,iith consideration of the issue

of poverl,/ Epecialiy what each studentk
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values are vis a vis that issue. And value clarifying can penetrate a
unit, as when a unit on immigration includes consideration of how each
student feels about pulling up roots and making major changes in what
he feels is his responsibility, if any, toward recent immigrants. One

could occasionally Use sentences for a spelling quiz that were value laden
and that might provoke productive thought. (Not something as neutral

"Winter. The now falls in winter. Winter.", but something to stimula;.e

thought as "Winter. A mother warms a child in winter. Winter'.'' Also

consider, "Father. A boy has no father. Father." "Orange. A student
painted his walls orange. Orange." "Terrible, I feel terrible when I

act cowardly. Terrible,") One could use value issues in mathematics
problems, irCforeign language lessons, in vocabulary units, in book
reviews, and in many, many kinds of "purely" subject- matter units ......

but note that the clarifying response....need not take any time at
all from subject IT,,,,tter lessons. Clarifying responses fit in the day
without disruption tc other pians.

Several o' the va'ue stratees, such as Cle thought sheet and the
public interview, take very 1;ttle time; and some other strate9ies, such
as the value approach to stoent reports and the contrived lessons,
sufficiently 5,1ject-tiriatter units so that even the most dedicated

subject specialist is likely find thz,,t more is gained than lost by

their use.

Another inea occurs to us, Would :t be possible to identify a series
of value iSsues that are so common in today's world and so important for
most lives that they could be considered as "required" subject matter.
Some such issues might be,

Relat!nships between men and women
Relationships between work and leisure
Change vs stability in life and society
The meaning of friendship and love
The mi:';iationship 'uazween :)..it:nce and humanism
Watiooships between.seif interest and social weliare
Acting on insufficAent'eviJence vis inaction

Material vs Aesthetic satisfactions
Social planning vs individual freedom

These. cl5u1A the n be: handled in several ways. Each teacher could

touch on them when convenient and appropriate. Certain teachers could

be asked to take major responsicilizy for certain issues. Science
teachers, for example, might_ deal with the issue of the sciotist astir' the

uses of his work (should sr.ientsts work to develop new human poisons

or products that appear to be substantial but which will wear out faster?).

Or perhaps special value: courses could designed. In secondary schools,
home-room teachers might take this responsility, or group guidance
teachers, or we could set up small group-dis'cussiorr-classes In any

case, it may be profitable to consider values as worthy as other academic
or vocational subjects currently taught in schools.

it may Even be that value :6s:-:.es (:.710. act as the coordinating con-

cepts .ear mvs t. sub eat matter cao9ht in schools. Education has had

difficulty in fimiHg ways 7iii7t;ng the various kinds of topics and

courses to which students are exposed. The idet of a fusion of courses,
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a problem approach, and a core curriculum have been proposed but no

widely accepted. Could it be that the way each student use: 'Eubjec.t matter
to illuminate issues important to him in his efforts to make sense ou t of

life might be the way to integrate dissimilar subject matter?

2. What if I lose co:lcoi of Oh: clr)

Many tears see value approaches as implying so much permi!:,Five-
ness as to raise di-icipline ,rd, perhaps, safety problems. Thi.7. impli-

cation is not intenc!--ri .....thc :equireiients for value clarifying are not

lack of control or permiss'veness. The tl.acher may limit behavior in

any reasonable way, it sems to us, and still maintain an atmosphere CO7-
ducive to c17,rif,:in:!. What is needed, however, is intellec:ual

b:,ke: resn,-. For the experences, thouht
processes. ohd c' A ",ticher call !imit bchavio7-,

and be cow-,1.,:en; wilH *-11u..; theor-,, as long as he does not t

choices, ,= Hy ;n lhe _s-tei-life sense,

3. Can [ this .Ln skiltIdulc?

1i1; Is a r j cha I n i no e.--1u(--itionol idea, The

problem :s f' ,t 1E do ;nere they r:an handle iink.! H. is

unfair te ,L is more ..int.-Air to m1L-J.

guilt, is 700 nine and wit; . aid

too if adeq.J.:It,:. Ynrii schools can be organized more effectely arid

until erluiona? reach the point where mere ,iat:le

than the hred provided tecichers, we knob y :.urIgest that

each teacher do t!-c: he hest He can. Do lust a hit, if that is all that is

reas(nIbie. S'amr' ';tra:e.,s, of course, take less time than others and are

easier to gel. slartei. Teachers r,tay be heartened to knovi, now2ver, that

in any cases 1:1-le re epproache!-: of ;.1-,:s hook, once ma::-,Lercd, make teachino

easier, 'rmtc' ipor-e efff.!c!iye canr- into

a crowth, ci- e : ha:, dividends.

4, I already use these approaches. What is so new about them?

For :;.ac,y leachers, i ci v.-!fte theory will be nothing more than a con-

firmation inc n e,:tension :iiready, often only intuitively,

know and dc.,. an,:j -.!e hope there is a large number of them,

may only use 1-hi boo some new ideaF, sind techrigues and to

learn a framewolk for focic=i uork on :Iced

It most. Such teachers 1,1,/ F:rd the Look use ml in Hterpretinu

to others what it is that they have been doing,

5. It is too complicated. I don't know where to begin,

For teachers who have worked in ways similar to these approaches, it

may seem as if the rcommended strategies are forbiddingly different, For

such teacher-, we wo..11c1 ;:in easy. slow start, perhans 1:410 value

sheets adaot:pd Pith ') book and occasionai
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respon.se.,:. perhap5 :- written form, in IJ'u marctins of ,I.uge.,11. paper:
Also consider ,..ome ()the' i :are,c ea.y to (let goina ! thought

weekly reaction .,,heev:., open ended question:, coded ,:tudenE- pape;,,

time diaries, aid 5tudrit. report:-;. But. t, main recommendat1,7,- he,r7

to lake it .:low withowt dismissing the idea7. entirely. Cho.l. a

techniques and work with them. The lar(:e! ,deas and commiti

come later, i5 r,ort-!-.,

rewarding to the s tuden' ad Ie .a'-cr, hope

this is reauring, lall flat on their faces with LhE., va,ue theory

About the worst that can happen that there will be no change. :a the

theory or one's us(. o il; it be ruthing more than innufficient

dosage,

6, '','oat rt unur;1..,a I and c.r.snt i al

i ; n c!ar.,

Some wi)l say ar, firaLy
children thin' Lhrmgh ur:d Some may'

recog degr2c r: ti-at

of us and ,,)U it !;)L.',-.-,s to tacy..

Sone nay com;:i....in .101 I t I rn tride,, I to think anou::

that woul-! Sc-q' may wc;-der why you

try CO s .f' ''on no 0L tick nIt the

roLtne drP, ar,d tes:.

Wi-at you HOT. tell pers:,n.3 who ;r;quirs

J ra.; LP (ILO 't V.Li .y.OL1 7;11 ,-11d enough

arid e.nouc311 ,.,ake is=.asi prel ml nary judyrents,

ou Ins ii t that conqideration of all ideas -- those raisd Hy you

o: =-,thdents -- be thoughtful, informe..-1, and delbcrate, Yo,

that an npa. go& of a perr..:on's (...:ducation Lo learn 1.c.

critically ijeaf.

You do not permit st idents to IndoctHnate one another nor will you
do this. You are not trying to change the ideas of students but to
help them learn e process of thinking and valuing, so that they are less
likely ih tk utore follovd any persuasive emotional preference, or
to confw,e thougnt with h-r:;rionl aP!proaches to vital issues.

Childrpn ar.! ,e The,:- ideas afl'Oow. Your ioN is to

insure that thy.: exv,ur,.! and

One of the reasons such ;dean are considered touchy or controversial
is that many persons avoid them, do not deal with them squarely and
forthrightly.

Such issues are too important to avoid,
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7, Will this value theory work with my children?

This theory will probably not help children suffering from more
fundamental problems, such as physical or emotional ilinesses. It may
even add to the difficulties of some emotionally disturbed chiidn,
although more evidence is needed on this point. But it iz appHz:able to
other children. It is especially u:;f,J1 for students who are
to motiva7e and are sometimes cPi;:i.d
the value strategies have been el:fective in moving
to normal work 1t!-;71F.

We would not rez..ommen6 the j.ismissal of these approaches before
a trial. And af!er a fair chance, those situations in which the value
theory does not work will clearly show themselves. Like many another
educational approach that has not worked, teachers will know when that
is happein9.

8 Cn yer your-, rhildren work on vlae5?

cert?ir ahout inis, Lit,:le work has been .:cnt,

prir.:,:vmce c:-.11dren, !-nt ..ufic:en,r,T. there :,::<rgests Lh<7.-t

scmc Jnr) Te.1).(ers of yoLng chi de:' hav
been ' uci CES 5 Ri nfl clacifyina (iimates th;-41 studeriv:; ha\,e cairied
with th,:m to and later c.rades, a.7(.1 orne. nul issue,, can,
of cos)re, with even by preschool childr,m, We wou?d recommend
cautior ir used fur claHfyimLI respon-,es. ir student:.; cm
make rasc..17EtHe n e 1 ces in the issue, clarifying efforts
seem warrar,ted. At least the nonmoralizing value approach proba'Hy
can -,how Lhildren at an i,:arly Ltyi; that they are expected to think or

themelves, be proud of them-.:e1,/cs, and ,:se their intelligence to auide
their cwn bei-avior. 17.3L,t ..-esearch is needed.

9, dot have any clear valces myselL How oan I help others?

conft.:.ed t.2acher heip con Ldents in the !-..ame way that

a phys:cian with 3 hear: cood:tion cn .711p ,)atients with nearL trouble;
by doincj what has to be done, There are some advantages, of course, for
children to deal with teachers who have clear values, but a teacher who
can operae in the style of this value theory car 'help children, and we
see no reaso why Leachers wiih lecs than clear values cannot do this,
the crux :s wHr.fther or not the Leacher can control his behavior
enough to gi,'e siudents what they nr,..ed, and not what the teacher thinks
they need .0.ould like to gie nem. This is a func[ich of understanding
and self-control, functions 'Lila:- can be 2erformed even by someone whose
own values are still being clarified,

10, Should we not moralize about anything? How about God, patriotism,
love, values themselves -- may we not moralize about them?

We would say. one wculd b advised not: to moralize about anything
if one could help one:%elf. '10rFlizing does not have much of an effect,
if expr d, -,xcpt to encourage persons not to think for
themsels o :ti.:a;ly what tNe persons with power or
status happen to be tel them at the time, Even with the valuing process,
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we do not argue that it is good for all persons and for all situations.

Our purpose is to describe this method of dealing with such matters and
to encourage others to see if it works for them.. Moreover, when a
teacher asks a value-clarifying question, he is not insisting that the

student do any clarifying. He is encouraging it, but the student who
would rather not do so would hopefully feel the freedom and secu:Th, o

reject fhe opportunity, And he might os gel l do this; for ir or.o

not of a mind to clarify 'it seems unlikely that someone ,-oh ce him

to make a free choice, prize and act in accordance with the valuing de-
finition.

In short, it one wants citizens who freely choose, prize, and act,
one defeats himself by moralizing about anything.

11 Somehow 1 do :o1 feel ac if I am making progress when I attempt to

work with vdiues. Is there something wrong?

With veil-, clarif!ftg there is ,a different feeling of progress

then with filling children wit f.tr,ets and understandlngs. It is less

tangib;e, 1es3 testah'%, :,!Js quick. I( is more iike the progces tha'L

comes with teachini ,:omplex skill. The sense of progress comes From
cHnc7e, and it sometime<- as drfficult to see

this as to hf .7.: of the changes in a height. As a consequence,

several have complained that v;H:1-i values there is feeling of

accomp.ent. se,a:05 t chang. For this reason wr: would re

commtnd ii.h i-.011ecting of behavior profiles from time to time, cliuch like

a mo.her mz,,,-ks height of her children on the back cf a door. Occasional

chec':ing of such profiies,.., .... will provide not only evidenc.e for others

but -lavidence for one's own sense of accomplishment.

12. Can the teacher express his own 7slues
he -emain forever r!eutra?

1 the classroo. or must

Our position is that, ideally, the teacher should be able to be

quite candid about his points of view and values. By so being, and by
being accepting and respectful of students, students are reassured
that square talk is permissible. Also, students have a real position

to look at, to cross-examine, and to measure against their own ideas.

The teacher, of couse, would Take it very clear that an expression of

his position is not an ;rdic9tHn of what would be desiral-_,le For others.

We all have dift'erent experiencAs and i.I.,utlooks, and we should al! select

values that are individually suitable.

Sometimes, however, we find it desirable to compromise with the

ideal. Sometimes, for example. children are too accustomed to following

what an adult says, even when the adult cautions them not to do so. And

sometimes a teacher may want to keep his values hidden for more personal
reasons; neither he nor the students will be well served to hear them, And

sometimes a teacher will purposely play a devil's advocate role to bring

a special point of view into a classroom in a dramatic fashion. Con-

sequently, although we cjenerail;/ find it advisable for teachers to be

honest and open as they hope :,indents will be, for immature students, what-
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ever their ages, and for other special reasons, we sometimes recommend
that a teacher be wary about revealing his position. Of course, even
with immature students, after they understand the differences between
revealing one's own position and proselytizing, candor can replace

concealment.

Incidentally, it is useful for those same reasons for teacher to

reveal their lack of clear values. This shows students hov, d'Hicult

it is sometimes to be certain about some issues and underlines the
importance of candor and honesty on all sides.

13. Is is "bad" not to have values?

it depeids upo:, what one means by "bad". For a person in a period

of great chnn;e, in .:,:dolescence or in the midst of a major life

adjustment, few val,,,es may exist. For those in a more stable portion
of life, one mipht expect some patterns of life to have been worked out
based on froc choice, urderstanc'ing, and pride. If this has not happened,

one would suspect that such person is operating at a lower level of

life than need be.

But, espe-L:=,ii,/ for children, the crucial question is riot how many

values one has or what those values are, but what process a person u !s

when fa.7ec val'Je-related decisions, Does he acquiesce readily?

Does he oct ir-puisively? (--ibo!-:e things of which is not

proud? Does he Oo one thing and say another?

We would be inclined to say that, from our set of values, it is "bad"

rot to use. the v.,,luing process, More objectively, we would say that a

persol who does not use that process is likelY to live a life which does

not make use of the full human potential for intelligent existence,

l4. Upon what topics should crifving efforts be focused? How do

I
l,:now ghat issues to introduce fcn- value purposes?

We have noted some common indicators of values: attitudes,

aspirations, purposes, interests, and activities. Others are beliefs,

convictions, opinions, feelings, and worries. When a student expresses

one of these and receives a clarifying response, he is often helped to

examine hiE life in helpful ways. Thus we would say that such value
indicator; are worth clarifying efforts. Since often a particular attitude,
activity, purpose, etc, WI be common to many students, such indicators
often lead to issues of interest to many persons.

But then some issues are not readily indicated by students; or
sometimes, as with a new class, there has not been time enough to elicit
value indicators. In any case, we have identified some criteria for
judging what is worth clarifying.

A. Things most worth clarifying are of concern to the individual.
There needs to be sufficient involvement to permit the lifting of an
issue to the level where it may be prized and cherished. In short, there

must be personal meaning for the students. Examples: Problems of life

and death, love, money, family. .
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B, Things worth clarifying involve a variety of alternatives.
In other words, there has to be about the issues no universal agree-
ment, otherwise there would be little room for choice. On the other
hand, there may seem to be agreement when in reality there are un-
considered or suppressed alternatives.
Examples: !n the first group, issues about urban renewal, about teen
age marriages, In the second group, comments on the equality of all
men, the right of the government to tax income.

C. Things most worth clarifying are significant for many lives,
for substantial grc''o' of people, as opposed to issues which touch
upon just a very few lives.
Example: The issue in a particula.r trial is less important than the
principle underlying the trial.

D. r:st worth clarifying affect large areas of life.
Example: Choosing friends is more pervasive than choosing a pair
of shoes.

E. To be worth clarifying something must be open to control,
there must be somthin, th:Jt can be done about the issue,
Example: War, not .,,rthquakes, For young children, what should be
done to make s7Alo,::i better, not whether or not one should go to school.

F. r:IHas ,,iost worth clarifying are related or "(lined to other issues.
It iF :oost usf rui to work on iSSVES ftat help iliuminate other issues.
Example: The role of .women-in society touches upon marriage, working
mothrs, dating, behavior, etc..

G. Things most worth clarifying recur as opposed to being transient.
Example: Sensational tapical issues are less useful than persistent
issues such as independence and dependence, courage, appropriate male
an:.: female role behavior, and araft.

Another point is germane here, Oftentimes a "small" values issue
will crow from the interests or attitudes of students but can be extended
to more profitable issues by the alert teacher, So, for example, a
consideration of the wisdom of purchasing automobile seat belts can lead
to considerations of how much of life's risks are worth controlling, what
is the role of one person (such as an automobile manufacturer) regarding
the safety of anotHr (Fuch as the automobile purchaser) , and the uses to
which we pOt our money.

Of course, even consideration of "small" issues is useful to the
extent that it sharpens the skills of the valuing process and makes those
skills more available for student use when other issues arise. Whether
or not to teach for value clarification must be decided by each teacher
who considers using this theory in his classroom. In making this decision,
the problems that will be encountered must be considered and all aspects
of possible difficulties carefully thought about.
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